
Black Swan Event - All Markets Down 

Digitian View!
As I predicted  in the last two 
Newsletters(Jan/Feb 2020) that  a 
Stock Market crash in USA is 
eminent during March/April 2020. 
However, the trigger came from a 
Black Swan Event of globally 
spreading Corona Virus 
(Covid-19) originated in China. 
This would give the market 
a cause for correction of 
overvalued stocks.  

As Nassim Taleb points out that a 
Black Swan Event is the rarest event 
which takes everybody by surprise 
and it  cannot be predicted in advance. 
More importantly its effect could not 
be assessed fully given the magnitude, 
scale and its linkages with global 
economy and social structure - hence 
hugely uncertain, which is not good 
for market.

It was predicted that a correction is  due 
in some of the markets(USA/India etc) 
given the over valuation, over bullish 
sentiment, falling corporate income, 
falling demand in China, India and most 
countries of the World. As such, the 
trigger was expected to be  economic/ 
financial reasons on the basis of 
available data but  as it panned out it is 
Corono Virus spread which created a lot 
of uncertainty.The effect  is in the 
Table alongside all markets are down.

Effect of Corona Virus :
1. Linkage of China in Global

Trade - when SARS happened in
2004 China's share was only
3.4% of the Global Trade and in
2020 China's share is approx.
16.3% of the global trade. This
shows the extent of disruption a
problem in  China can create
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COUNTRY DATA

across industries. Before the Virus 
outbreak, on the basis of financial 
performance and demand outlook  
already there were emerging 
divides among Industry Groups as 
per Bloomberg. 

5%-40% growth in Profit : Financial  
Industry,Technology-Software, 
Consumer Discretionary, Healthcare 
Services and consumer staples   --- 
of these mostly will be down 
except most part of Health Care 
services.

How Far we are from Recession ? 
One Quarter away

Yes if this virus continues to spread 
from the present  7 countries to over 
20 countries including India death toll 
ex china crosses  30,000. Then  the 
global economy is not far from 
recession.

What action is on cards by 
Governments/ Central Banks?

As already predicted, USA expects to 
cut rates further (may be three 
times in 2020) so that will make the 
rates close to zero. This will be also 
followed by Europe, China, 
Australia, UK and BRAC for 
sure. But already the interests are 
in zero or negative Zone, so how 
effective it will be is doubtful.

Further since 2019 countries are 
introducing special fiscal package to 
charge the economies, they would 
again do so but the options are limited. 
Thus, there will be fall in the global 
GDP growth by 0.75% to 1% in 2020.
Thus, spectacular V shape recovery 
in the stock markets are ruled out, it 
will be U shape recovery. However, 
the duration will be dependent on 
the global linkage of each economy 
and how the portfolio money move 
between countries. It will take 
at least 2-3 months to assess. 
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In agriculture trade, China agreed to 
reduce non-tariff barriers that inhibit 
U.S. exports of beef, poultry, dairy, 
and other agricultural products. One 
example is sanitary and phyto sanitary 
measures. While these regulations 
intend to protect consumers from 
diseases and contaminants in food, 
they are akin to trade barriers if they 
are too restrictive. Farmers and 
Agriculture Sector will be benefited

2. Supply-Chain disruption: Most of
the manufacturing supplies to OECD
world and the emerging world are
coming from China, South Korea and
Japan, all of them are affected in the
early phase of the Virus spread. So the
markets failed to assess the extent and the
industries which will be affected. This is
a supply side issue for recession.

3. Global Travel Linkages  will spread
the virus faster than expected. There is
huge travel - both commercial and leisure
- takes place between China, South 
Korea, Japan, South Asean countries  and 
rest of the world. There are huge expat 
populations of these countries in mostly 
all parts of the world. This makes it 
different from Ebola. Thus, before the 
detection of this virus many people got 
affected moved all over the world. 
Secondly, most of the tourism  industry is 
heavily dependent on Chinese, Korean 
and Japanese who will be not traveling 
for the next 6 months  to 1 year. This 
implies huge effect on service industry. 
This makes it most vulnerable as it 
continues to effect most of the 
countries over a long period of time.

4. Demand disruptions : In order to 
contain the Virus, in the initial days 
China blocked the city, sanctioned 
movement, confined people within their 
Homes etc etc. Now other cities and 
countries also following the same 
method of shutting down schools/
offices/gatherings etc.  First this will 
create huge effect on Consumer 
discretionary retail, demand for 
energy(oil dropped to lowest in 5 
years), travels and hospitality industry 
will be hugely affected,  physical 
entertainment/event management will 
be affected, Banking, card business 
will see lowest growth, Automobile/
Housing/white goods - will be 
affected, Due to death claim etc life 
insurance companies will be affected, 
Telecommunication companies (as 
they bet on 5G), overall productivity
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Prescription  for  individual small 
investors, during this phase especially 
in USA Market (Short term View <3 
months)

1. Prefer Cash than staying put
in Investment :  If you are not sure
of any of  your investment it is better
to sell off all your short/medium
stocks and reassess the long term
stocks. At this point Cash is more
important than stay put in
investment but do not do panic sale

2. High Volatility : will be the
norm of the Game :  Do not be
greedy and note that big players are
in play so they will be in and out
too quickly and will create volatility.

3. FOMO: Fear of Missing out:
Avoid  FOMO and focus on
identification of future winner to
invest; if still invests keep a narrow
stop loss'
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BEST CHART 
OF THE 
MONTH

Courtesy: Bloomberg

“If we follow S&P 500 Curve
months after Treasury yield 
curve inversion  (Insert)  of 1978, 
1989, 1996 and 2006, it may be 
observed  that Month after 
inversion point S&P 500  has 
produced below average  return 
in comparison to months before 
inversion where S&P  produced 
above average return”
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4. Reassessment of the Revenue Model
of the companies before investment:
please note that there will be significant
changes   in the revenue model and the
winning companies in the last bull run may
not be the one this time. So critical analysis
of the revenue model is necessary from the
future perspective;

Remember preservation of cash is more  
important  till the full effect becomes 
clear.

Play a waiting game to identify the right 
opportunity and let the volatility 
stabilize.

Enjoy and be happy in your Investment!
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 There is a famous Chinese proverb :
“Those who predict, do not know, 
those who know, do not predict. But 
nobody knows"

The above statement is so apt during 
this crisis of Coronavirus. One cannot 
predict by extrapolating the past as this 
virus is different. Those who are 
expert are also conservative and  
scared to predict, actually no one 
knows for surety which makes it very 
difficult for us to act.

What we know :

Coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) is a respiratory illness 
that can spread from person to person. 
The virus that causes COVID-19 is a 
novel coronavirus that was first 
identified during an investigation into 
an outbreak in Wuhan, China.  
COVID-19 is spreading from person to 
person in whole world . Risk of 
infection with COVID-19 is higher for 
people who are close contacts of 
someone known to have COVID-19, 
for example healthcare workers, or 
household members. Other people at 
higher risk for infection are those who 
live in or have recently been in an area 
with ongoing spread of COVID-19. 

What we don’t know? 
The recent spread of the coronavirus is 
causing a global panic. Our shared 

“If you are a long term 
investor, turn off the screen, 
be off from social media for 
some time, enjoy the nature, 
go for holiday, take break, 
basically stop seeing the 
screen, you will be happy”
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Corono Virus Crises - Long term View (>5 years)
As in the case of other viral illness, the 
unfortunate victims are mostly elderly 
people with existing illnesses. Or Does 
that pattern suggest the coronavirus 
may be more like annual influenza 
outbreaks — deadly to thousands but 
hardly the stuff to shut down a global 
economy?

The economic impact :

Economists have been using the SARS 
epidemic to put the coronavirus 
outbreak in context. The 2003 SARS 
epidemic is estimated to have shaved 
0.5 percent to 1 percent off of China’s 
growth that year and cost the global 
economy about $40 billion (or 0.1 
percent of global GDP).The 
coronavirus epidemic, which like 
SARS originated in China, differs in a 
few key ways. China’s economy 
accounted for roughly 4 percent of the 
world’s GDP in 2003; it now 
commands 16.3 percent. If the 
coronavirus has a similar effect on 
China as SARS, the impact on global 
growth will be worse. Moreover, 
China’s growth is weaker than it was 
in 2003—after years of rapid 
economic development, China’s 
growth stands at 6 percent, the lowest 
it’s been since 1990. The economic 
fallout from the coronavirus could 
rattle China’s economy further and 
dampen global growth. Many are 
predicting Global growth to fall  

terror arises not so much from the death 
toll of the new flu-like disease — more 
than 3,300 people have died worldwide 
— but from what we don’t know 
about it.

Wild speculation followed that the 
coronavirus was a virulent or mutated 
superbug. Had it arisen naturally or 
escaped from a nearby military lab? 
Did it originate from a sick lab animal? 
A conspiracy theory arose that it was a 
manufactured virus that had escaped 
from scientists’ botched efforts to 
create either a vaccine or a biological 
weapon or the virus may have 
originated in one of these markets, 
where exotic mammals such as bats 
and pangolins are still sold for human 
consumption. 
We don’t know what we don’t know 
The method of the contagion has been 
perplexing to experts. Why is the 
mortality rate for infected patients in 
Iran roughly double that of patients in 
countries such as South Korea, Italy, 
and Japan? Why have almost no 
children under ten died from the 
infection?
are we instead overestimating its 
dangers? Thousands of patients may 
have already recovered from mild cases 
— and perhaps never knew they were 
sick in the first place. Evidence 
suggests that only about 2 percent of 
patients will die after infection. 

 Continued Page 5
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below 1% -these predictions is 
anybody’s guess. 
I know that many experts can predict 
levels and time. But I have rarely seen 
anyone predictably, well predict , the 
levels and timing together . 

Market history & Market reaction 

See this chart below for last 10 years. 
There has been so many events with so 
many reasons to sell. In short run there 
has been corrections but in long 
run, markets goes up! 

What we should ideally do ?
Assuming you are (a)long term 
investor, so when market in end 
Jan as per you was (b)fairly 
valued (if either of the statement 
was not true ,you would have 
sold the market ), now with 
markets correcting 13%, the 
market in relative terms is better 
valued than what it was in end 
Jan. Can the market correct 
more than 13%, we don’t know, 
it can or it can reverse upwards 
–we don’t know, no one knows,
no one catch the bottom.

So if you are long term investor 
and not bothered about short to 
midterm then slowly buy the 
market as it better valued 
relatively. Buy not at one go but 
in staggered manner,  that is 
what we are doing! One more 
important thing, turn off the 
screen, be off from social 
media for some time, enjoy the 
nature, go for holiday, take 
break, basically stop seeing the 
screen, you will be happy.

Like Warren buffet says  "If you 
aren't willing to own a stock for 
ten years, don't even think about 
owning it for ten minutes  ... “I 
buy on the assumption that they 
could close the market the next 
day and not reopen it for five 
years”.      Happy investing!

Another interesting chart below is  of 
Goldman sachs - since World War 2 
reflects that in 26 corrections have an 
average decline of close to 14% over 4 
months ,have taken four months to 
recover. While the drop in all global 
market is scary and it reminds us of 
recession (there is a chance it may 
happen now also given we had 10 years 
of bull run ) but no need to panic .

.In case you are not ok in seeing the 
drop ,sell some portion of your portfolio 
and sit on cash to deploy back again. But 
remember it’s very difficult to time the 

market. What's 
important is “time 
in the market” than 
“timing”  the 
market .
The chart below of 
Bloomberg gives how 
market reacted in 
different scenarios 
and how bounced 
back quickly .   

Note :
As on 28th February 2020

Given the advent of Corona virus 
we expect there will be some 
effect on the Portfolio return in the 
short term but in medium term we 
expect a much higher return as it 
will also open up investment 
opportunity.



news From Frontier & 

emerging markets we FoLLow
Courtesy : DIGITIAN Global Consulting

Digitian Country Rating   AAA
» USA market  crashed finally on the spread of Corona Virus globally - black swan event which

took the market by surprise and all the indices fell by over 12% finally Nasdaq corrected back a
little but volatility is very high and given the uncertainty the bottom is not reached;

» As per Bloomberg, the last quarter US Economy is also showing mix sign with half of the
industries are loosing revenue while still half of the industries are still making good growth due to
consumer spending;

» Oil prices crashed to 5 years low firting with $45 level  in 2 months from a high of $65 due to
falling world demand especially in China further depressed due to coronovirus effect .

India
» As projected Indian market also  shown up nervousness and shred  6.5%` in the month and

first  major decline in 2020 mainly due to poor financial results, falling economy and corona
virus

» Indian Political environment remained volatile and the growth momentum is lost completely

» The Budget disappointed the market  for sure as the market expected more stimulus for industry
and  it remains mainly focused on infrastructure, Rural development and Agriculture.  Read
Budget Analysis

»» China
» Interestingly, China Market did not drop much only  0.67% while China is the epicenter of the

corona virus, this may be due to the fact the market was closed for new year and absorbed the
corona virus effect;

» China production output PMI  is slowed down to 38 (due to stoppage)which is the lowest in 2
decades;
coming monthsKenya `

» Kenya market gave up the December recovery by further dropping by 10% down after 27% fall
since  2018  mainly due to trade disruption and tourism related threat oat the spread of
Coronovirus

» Kenya’s Currency is holding against dollar  well depreciated on 0.7% in Feb. Thus in last 3
years depreciation is almost controlled by strong handling of Central Bank. CBK lowered
benchmark lending rate by 25 bps to 8.50%  projects a double digit growth in lending;

» The Export in 2019 fallen to a  three year low of  $5.9 billion resulting into widening trade
deficit which is affecting domestic employment generating opportunity. While kenyan Forex
reserve depleted by $262 million to $ 8.5 billion

Ghana
» Ghana Stock market is comparatively  held fort with  a further decline by 1.1.% ; Inflation rate

fall by 0.3% while PMI  is increasing and stood at a good 52.7;

» The Ghanaian cedi in contrast gained further in Feb  by 0.5%,(2019f all by -14.5%). Moodys'
upgraded Ghana's rating to B3 rating (Outlook Positive). The GDP growth  is expected to be
6.2% in 2020.

Continued Page 7
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USA

Digitian Country Rating   AA

Digitian Country Rating   AADigitian Country Rating   AADigitian Country Rating   AADigitian Country Rating   AA

Digitian Country Rating   B +

Digitian Country Rating   C 

http://www.mydigitian.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Digitian-View-Indian-Budget-2020.pdf


Egypt
 Egypt EGx30 index showing a mixed reaction with a majorfall in February by  12.1% in  (2019

-7%) Amidst this fall also the Pounds still  appreciated by 1.1%;

 Failure of the Washington round of negotiations over the operation of the GERD and the filling of
the reservoir alongside the flare up in military activities in Libya and Syria led massive sell off

 Weak consumer and business sentiments and the sharp effect of the Covid-19 turmoil on global
supply chain and Chinese economy will keep the headline PMI in the contraction territory of 46-47

 Weak labor market dynamics are still weighing on the outlook for domestic demand.
Tanzania

Nigeria
 Nigeria NSE 30  has reversed the last month gain of  8.2% by falling 10.7%

finally after dropping almost 45% in the last 2 years. This is due to  the dropping
Crude oil price which is the main contributor to GDP.
 In sharp contrast the Naira against dollar appreciated significantly by 18% in

February 2020 ;

Bangladesh 
 Bangladesh DSE 30   shown some resistance and   dropped only 3.5%  (after a two full year of drop

of 30.5%.) So the future will remain volatile with negative outlook but the currency fell only 0.4%

 Bangladesh’s textile sector could not capitalise on the opportunity to increase exports to the United
States, mainly due to a lack of supply side capacity and product diversification. Currency
devaluation in competing countries such as India and Vietnam also contributed to Bangladesh’s poor
export performance.

 Digitian
moments

Courtesy : DIGITIAN 
Global Consulting

Continued Page 87

Digitian Country Rating   BB 

Digitian Country Rating   C 

Digitian Country Rating   BB

Digitian Country Rating   D

Internet of Things (IOT)

 Cyber-physical systems – smart objects, smart grids, smart homes, smart enterprises, smart environment and smart cities  resulting in improved efficiency, 
accuracy and economic benefits IOT enables the  business-model transformations  that  trickles  down and spreading across industries. For examples, If GM sells a 
Wi-Fi–enabled car, that means AT&T, looking for ways to expand beyond phones, can add a vehicle to your data plan. Konica Minolta no longer sells office copy 
machines — it provides a connected “digital hub” and businesses pay for the scanning, copying, and digitization services it provides. Over the last 15 years, the 
vision of the IoT evolved due to a convergence of multiple technologies, RFID in 1999 to wireless communication, NFC to the Internet and from embedded 
systems to micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). 
 The World Economic Forum’s Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution is 

working with IoT initiatives in Denmark that are creating incredible societal 
efficiencies. An Accenture study already suggests that the integration of IoT data 
in key sectors in Denmark could deliver $80 billion in value. This is 
particularly notable given that Denmark is a country with only 5.7 million 
people and a GDP of about $330 billion.

 The main Company in the IOT space are ( CISCO, IBM, Huawei, GE Digital, 
Bosch, Siemens , SAP, DHL, DELL)  There are numerous medium small and startup 
companies in the space  contributing towards  building the components of IOT.

 The graph shows significant increase in spending accross Industry - Discreet 
manufacturing, Logistics, B2C, Utilities, Healthcare Process, Energy, Retail, 
Insurance, Government and others which signifies the progress & focus.

DIGITIAN  predicts that Internet of things would be new normal for the   in the new age in many areas. 

 Tanzania All share Index given up all  the gains of last 2 months( aggregate 4.6%) by
dropping  3.5%  while the currency remains anchored around TZS 2300 (remained
neutral in 2019 through out)

 Tanzania grew @ 6.6% per annum during the five year period 2013-18 making it
among the Top 20 fastest growing economy in the world;

 Tanzania inflation rate in 2020 will be around 3.7 %

Internet of Things (IoT) refers advanced interconnected global network of physical objects—devices, vehicles, buildings 
and other items –  embedded with electronics, software, sensors and diverse network connectivity, enabling to collect 
and exchange data remotely. It has transformational potential of connecting devices to the cloud and blurring the lines 
around traditional business models  IOT is not really about things but about service. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is 
data-driven. And a primary reason for this is the rise of the internet of things (IoT). Last year, IoT devices outnumbered 
the world's population for the first time, and by 2021, Gartner predicts that one million new IoT devices will be 
purchased every hour



DIGITIANS are those who born in or after the 
year 2000 and will be a dominant force through 
2075. They are completely different in usage of 
their left brain and motor nerves. They are 
different from the Millennials in behaviour, 
thinking and action.

The world is changing superfast – media, 

 How to inVest in 
Digitian capitaL 

Presently DIGITIAN  is raising money from Equity Investor in various classes 
(A, B and C) depending upon investment amount. This is a Unique opportunity to 
select a Zero Tax destination to Invest money especially for Diasporas. If you 
need to know about Investment opportunities, Please write to us for more details 
at info@mydigitian.com

 z Unique Access to Frontier & 
Emerging Markets

 z Value Stock Pick 
 z Online Investment Platform

 z Cheaper Cost
 z Multi-bagger return
 z Open & Transparent Upside 

Sharing

DiscLaimer

info@mydigitian.com 

Standard Chartered Tower 

Level 5  Emaar Square 

Down Town, Burj Khalifa 

PO Box : 35482 

Dubai UAE

Visit our website :

• Market Vision

Indian Budget 2020 special

• WORLD 2020 and
INDIA 2020 (Click here)

We are looking for Virtual 
Analyst. 

Apply at  
Career@mydigitian.com

mydigitian.com

Contacts us :

DIGITIAN Capital is the trade mark of the DIGITIAN Investment Inc, A RAK ICC Company8

communications, banking, currencies, education, 
retail channels, health & medicines, travel and tourism, consulting, 
manufacturing, agriculture, – every sectors facing disruptive innovations; 
Nano technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and robotics will 
be overwhelmingly embedded. In this age, model disruption, extinction, 
miniaturisation, real time delivery, speed and virtualisation are neo normals.

We make you ready for them

Disclaimer: This communication is issued by DIGITIAN Investment Inc (DIgitian Capital) on a strictly confidential basis. Digitian Capital is not a regulated entity. This document must not be regarded 
as independent research and has been prepared by Digitian Capital for information purposes only. Digitian Capital and its directors, employees, agents and consultants shall have no liability for any 
statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from, or any omissions from, this information package. All recipients of this information should make their own 
independent evaluations, should conduct their own investigation and analysis and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information. Investments discussed in this publication 
may not be suitable for all investors. Advice should be sought from a professional and authorized financial adviser regarding any investment products discussed in this publication before investments 
are made. Where this information package summarizes the provisions of any other documents, that summary should not be relied upon and the relevant documentation must be referred to for its 
full effect. This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this document or such 
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including the USA.  The  News letter is published  from  RAK, UAE

http://www.mydigitian.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Newsletter-Dec-19-compressed.pdf
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